
Summary 

 

This thesis, entitled Farm in the Cave—a Laboratory Theatre, presents Viliam Dočolomanský’s 

International Theatre Studio Farm in the Cave based in Prague, Czech Republic as an aspect of the discourse of 

‘laboratory theatres.’ 

The first part examines the concept of the ‘laboratory theatres’ that developed in the 1960s as a new 

‘genre’ of theatre practice and a ‘method’ of creating performances based on physical expression; this is 

presented as distinct from the ‘theatre laboratories’ that emerged at the beginning of the 20th century mostly in 

the framework of institutions as ‘schools’ for actors. As such, this thesis introduces the changes that came with 

Jerzy Grotowski’s manifestos in connection to his easily adaptable training for actors and idea of ‘physical 

scores.’ Laboratory theatres’ background and interests are presented as alternative theatre practice that emerged 

from a need of ‘searching for truth’ through the body what evolved into counterculture attitude. The first part 

establishes Eugenio Barba’s Odin Teatret as an independent laboratory that developed on the margins of the 

contemporary theatre community and evolved into an influential culture institution. Odin Teatret’s achievements 

in developing physical acting and original theatre directing are set in confrontation with the Czechoslovak White 

Theatre that serves as an example of a laboratory that was unable to evolve artistically due to political 

circumstances. White Theatre introduces Czech (and Slovak) theatre culture, even if it does not serve as 

reference to Farm in the Cave. It is Włodzimierz Staniewski’s Gardzienice that introduces a theatre practice that 

directly influenced Viliam Dočolomanský. The entire first part serves as a context and introduction to the Farm 

in the Cave section; for this reason, attention is given to the art of theatre directing and physical acting along 

with practical circumstances of running a laboratory theatre. 

The second part of the thesis presents five projects of Farm in the Cave: Dark Love Sonnets (2002), 

Sclavi / The Song of an Emigrant (2005), Waiting Room (2006), The Theatre (2010) and Whistleblowers (2014) 

examining not only how those long-term projects based on expeditions (or so-called ‘scenic research’) and 

actors’ physical improvisations turned into theatre performances, but also how the directing methods of 

Dočolomanský and scenic language of Farm in the Cave evolved. This part presents five examples of creating 

stage drama from scratch—building it entirely on actors’ ‘physical scores’—when a text does not serve as a main 

theatrical framework. Farm in the Cave, self-defined as a ‘modern laboratory,’ in an original way fulfills this 

‘genre’ of theatrical creation based on development of actor’s inner dramas and intentions. Dočolomanský—

interested equally in movement and voice expression—asks his actors to undertake ‘expeditions’ implying 

altered focus on reality and research that evolves in an associative way. Dočolomanský, developing specific 

motifs, examine theme of un-acceptance, aggression of society towards the individuals; speaks about dominance, 

violence, emotional atrophy, and failure of relationships. The thesis—presenting Dočolomanský’s background 

with evolvement of his ensemble 2001-2014—could serve as a monograph of Farm in the Cave. 

 


